Uniform syllabus for all provinces soon: minister

By Our Correspondent

BAHAWALPUR: Federal Minister of State for Education and Internal Affairs Baleeghur Rehman said the Federal Curriculum Commission, in consultation with the provinces, will design a uniform syllabus soon which will be enforced in all public and private educational institutions.

He was addressing the 6th convocation of the Islamia University Bahawalpur (IUB) here on Tuesday.

Mr Rehman said a substantial amount had been allocated for higher education of the students from the backward areas and south Punjab, adding that a record increase of Rs58 billion had been made by the government in the Higher Education Commission budget.

Governor Chaudhry Sarwar, in his presidential address, underlined the importance of science and technology, saying it was imperative that such institutions should be set up as they might produce trained experts in various technical fields.

He congratulated the outgoing students and urged them to be torchbearers for others. He said the federal and provincial governments under a comprehensive planning were making efforts to provide education to seven million children who were deprived of it.

Vice-Chancellor Dr Mukhtiar traced the history of the IUB and claimed the university with the strength of 18,000 students in 78 disciplines in six campuses was providing education to about 22 per cent area of Punjab.

The governor gave away degrees to 3,384 graduates in addition to gold and silver medals.

Noted broadcaster Raza Ali Abidi got an honourary PhD.

Meanwhile, governor’s wife Parveen Sarwar inaugurated the first session of the Government Sadiq Women University. With the inauguration of the first session, MA and MSc classes have been introduced in the university.
6th convocation of Islamia University Bahawalpur

PM, CM committed to promoting education: governor

From Our Correspondent

BAHAWALPUR: Governor Ch Muhammad Sarwar has said that Prime Minister Mian Nawaz Sharif and Chief Minister Mian Shahbaz Sharif are committed to promoting education and reducing unemployment.

He was speaking at the 6th convocation of the Islamia University, Bahawalpur at Baghdadul Jaded Campus, Islamia University Bahawalpur, on Tuesday. He congratulated the degree holders and medal winners, advising them to continue hard work for progress and try their best to promote knowledge, peace and harmony. He said that students should concentrate on religious and social values along with their studies to make their lives disciplined and successful. He appreciated Islamia University Bahawalpur Vice-Chancellor Prof Dr Muhammad Mukhtar for promoting knowledge in a remote area despite limited resources. Laudng the research by the varsity scholars, the governor said that the IUB had introduced cotton variety, IUB-222, which would help improve per acre yield of cotton crop.

Later, the governor awarded gold medals, silver medals, PhD, MPhil, MA/MSc and BA/BSc and BCom degrees to the students. He conferred an honorary PhD degree on the eminent broadcaster Raza Ali Abedi for his services for the promotion of Urdu at the international level. State Minister for Education Mian Baleeghur Rehman congratulated the students, urging them to utilise their knowledge to serve the country.

He paid tributes to the Abbasi rulers of the Bahawalpur State for their efforts in the promotion of education. He said about 18,000 students were enrolled in 78 disciplines of 45 departments at six campuses of the university. He claimed that the online admission system had proved a success and they had received almost 40,000 applications in different disciplines. Total 46 scholars were awarded PhD degrees, 143 MPhil degrees, 82 gold medals, 81 silver medals and 3,032 Master's degrees.

APP adds: Governor Chaudhry Muhammad Sarwar has said that Pakistan managed to get GSP-Plus status despite all huddles and now the exports are expected to reach its 26 billion in next four years, which stand at Rs 13 billion. He said that new industries would be established in the country and better job opportunities would be created soon. He said about seven million kids in Punjab did not go to school and the chief minister had initiated a programme to increase the literacy rate. "In the first phase, missing facilities will be provided in the schools of Southern Punjab," he added.
Govt committed to education promotion

Punjab Governor Chaudhry Sarwar and State Minister Baleeghur Rehman give away medals, degrees to students

3,348 graduates pass out at 6th IUB convocation

Punjab Governor Chhaya Sarwar has said that the Punjab government has been working on various fronts to provide improved facilities to schools in ensuring that quality education is provided to the children, especially in Southern Punjab. The Governor who also is IUB Chancellor congratulated the medalists and degree-holders and advised them to utilise all their energies for the betterment of the country and society so that education could make Pakistan as a model state and nation.

Punjab Governor Chhaya Sarwar was addressing the 6th convocation of Islamia University Bahawalpur held here at Government Girls College on Tuesday. A total of 3348 graduates were awarded degrees and medals on the occasion.

The governor presented gold medals, silver medals, PhD, MPhil, MA, BA, and BA, BSc. From degree to the passing-out graduates of the 2009 academic session of the university.

He also gave away 92 gold medals and 81 silver medals to the distinguished holders of students bestowing the PhD degree to 45 scholars and MPhil degree to 143 scholars as well as honours degrees Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science.

In his address, Governor Sarwar advised that he wanted to see IUB as a one of the leading educational organizations of quality Higher Education and all necessary support would be provided for this purpose. He said that the city of Bahawalpur, the town of Baniwala and its gardens, had always been a birthplace of scholars and students. Building educational activities, he said, was educational institutions, by schools, colleges or universities, have always been productive enough to create great educators, literary scholars, poets and artists of national fame.

The Punjab governor asserted that being a Muslim, he was fascinated by the achievements of the IUB, adding that it was very rare to see such a historic higher education institution in a city like Bahawalpur. He added that the university had the potential to develop into a world-class university, which he expected to be among the topmost universities of the country.

The Punjab governor pointed out that the present government was committed to support the higher education activities, especially the education sector among the top priorities of the Punjab Chief Minister. Similarly, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had also taken measures to create job opportunities for the youth and also to preserve the rights of all minorities. Governor Sarwar exhorted that IUB should be a center of learning and that its students should be encouraged to develop their full potential.

It is worth mentioning that IUB has been offering various courses and degrees in order to meet the needs of the students and the society. The university has been providing high-quality education and has been recognized as a center of excellence in the field of higher education.

The university has been providing various courses and degrees in order to meet the needs of the students and the society. The university has been providing high-quality education and has been recognized as a center of excellence in the field of higher education.
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